Women Who Work in Armenia: Arevik, Tatevik, and Arevik

On Thursday, March 12 4-5:30 PM, Children of Armenia Fund (COAF) will be hosting three female guest speakers at the COAF SMART Center of the Lori region:

- **Arevik Hambardzumyan**, the General Director of [The LOFT Centers](#),
- **Tatevik Revazyan**, the first female [Civil Aviation Committee](#) Chair in Armenia and world's youngest chair of Civil Aviation,
- **Arevik Arakelyan**, the Founder and CEO of [Artuyt](#).

The event is entitled as Women Who Work in Armenia.

In the scope of Women’s Month, the guests will share about their achievements and success stories, motivating and encouraging the girls and women of COAF SMART.

**Media contact**: Anahit Evoyan, Media Relations Coordinator at COAF

E-mail: anahit.evoyan@coaf.org
Phone: +374 94 30 82 15